1) Public comments
   - John Ivery
     - Rock Island
     - KCA-TA should take over KCT (or Port!)
   - Need RFP on Rock Island for rail

2) Transit Funding 101 + Peer Cities Research
   - Cesda
     - Ridership
     - (2-3) Expenditures
     - (less) by pop.
     - would help
   - Johnson
     - who has dedicated source?
   - Spadavecchio
     - 5311, on state slide, could be included?
* Request to share slides

Mckernan
  - Need transit 101!
  - Why important
    (add a few slides)

Center
  - Compelling
    - Pie charts early on

3) Econ Dev + Impact Study
   (Both)

Gecend
  - Proves what we thought was true
  - Think about: How to make sure we maintain housing affordability along transit
    - Could be other study
      - Next round of RSP?
Rivazola

- Can make this pres. available
- Prepping for TTPC
- Flyer
- Invitations for other committees to view pres.

McKiefray

- Study look at pop + job density
- Betu: have profiles on these data points
- M: need to show causation so need other data (pop + jobs)
- What does 'good bones' mean?
- Have infrastructure, block design already
- Even if deteriorated sidewalks can fix (cheaper than building new)
(Josh Bohn?)
Jackson City

→ Does this impact job growth positively? by 2040

→ Martin

→ Looking at this right now 2050

→ Can ET can do this

→ UR Zoning
→ Real Estate speculation


→ But couldn’t we use vacant parcels for things like affordable housing

Johnson
→ 18th St.

→ Study used to prioritize MAX? Beth needs info needed
Jim Courtney

MAC Center Chair

- Need public safety data for corridors
  - Beth: survey asked about feeling safe, perceived benefit

Dobbies

- KCPTD
  - Did data gathering, amazing benefit

4) Streetcar

- 2 years of service!
- 4 mil passenger trips
- Extensions
  - 3.5 mile = UMKC
  - Total 6.7 mile spike
  - $250 mil (slate out, not sure)
- Planning right now
- RiverFront
  - $30-35 mil
  - 7.5 miles
  - Support dev. +/new neighborhood
› Eventual review done in next 60 days (Riverfront)

› Pushing w/ ATA to get Small Starts app in in Sept.

› UMKC

› June 2022 opening if smooth

Josh

› JOCO does Citizens' Academy

› Knows more about Streetcar than service in city

› Shows what regional benefit it is

5) 2018 Call for Projects (Mark Hanson)

› CIP

› CARR

› STIP

› TAP

5 funds = 2021 + 22
6) 5310 (Drew)
   -> Delayed ATA operating
   -> PMP
   -> Rees for program of
   -> Projects in Sept
   -> $1.03 mil in corp
   -> for 2 yrs

7) PSP (Shawn)
   -> Leavenworth
   -> SW 3000
   -> Branding / Wayfinding
   -> Blue Ridge Crossing
   -> Transit Plan

   Cerdan
   -> Need handouts for
   -> PSP Projects

   Johnson
   -> No time to review
   -> Shawn -> But time to
   -> endorse